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A masterful portrait of two remarkable women, revealing how two turbulent lives were always haunted by the dangerously enchanting, quicksilver spirit of that extraordinary father whom Ada never knew: Lord Byron. In 1815, the clever, courted, and cherished Annabella Milbanke married the notorious and brilliant Lord Byron. Just
one year later, she fled, taking with her their baby daughter, the future Ada Lovelace. Byron himself escaped into exile and died as a revolutionary hero in 1824, aged 36. The one thing he had asked his wife to do was to make sure that their daughter never became a poet. Ada didn’t. Brought up by a mother who became one of the
most progressive reformers of Victorian England, Byron’s little girl was introduced to mathematics as a means of calming her wild spirits. Educated by some of the most learned minds in England, she combined that scholarly discipline with a rebellious heart and a visionary imagination. As a child invalid, Ada dreamed of building a
steam-driven flying horse. As an exuberant and boldly unconventional young woman, she amplified her explanations of Charles Babbage’s unbuilt calculating engine to predict—as nobody would do for another century—the dawn of the modern computer age. When Ada died—like her father, she was only 36—great things seemed still to
lie ahead for her as a passionate astronomer. Even while mired in debt from gambling and crippled by cancer, she was frenetically employing Faraday’s experiments with light refraction to explore the analysis of distant stars. Drawing on fascinating new material, Seymour reveals the ways in which Byron, long after his death,
continued to shape the lives and reputations both of his wife and his daughter. During her life, Lady Byron was praised as a paragon of virtue; within ten years of her death, she was vilified as a disgrace to her sex. Well over a hundred years later, Annabella Milbanke is still perceived as a prudish wife and cruelly controlling mother.
But her hidden devotion to Byron and her tender ambitions for his mercurial, brilliant daughter reveal a deeply complex but unexpectedly sympathetic personality. Miranda Seymour has written a masterful portrait of two remarkable women, revealing how two turbulent lives were often governed and always haunted by the
dangerously enchanting, quicksilver spirit of that extraordinary father whom Ada never knew.
“I absolutely LOVED this book. So excited to find such a great author that I can add to my automatic buy list.” – NetGalley Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ City meets small town in this beautiful sweet romance about family, new beginnings, and true love.
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Reunited By A Baby Secret - Michelle Douglas After a vacation in paradise, Marianna Amatucci returned to her family vineyard determined for a fresh start. But her plans changed in an instant when two blue lines on a pregnancy test revealed she'd returned with a souvenir! When she finds the father, Ryan White is nothing like the laidback surfer she met on the beach. In a tailored suit, he oozes
masculine authority and he's staying in the penthouse! What will walking into his high flying corporate world mean for their baby? 'I Do'...Take Two! - Merline Lovelace A Roman reunion isn't on Kate Westbrook's itinerary when she arrives in Italy. After all, she's flying solo on the vacation she'd hoped to share with her soon-to-be-ex. But when Kate tosses a coin into the Trevi Fountain, her deepest
wish -- a second chance with her gorgeous pilot husband -- might come true... Travis knows his dangerous missions broke up his marriage, but he's determined to win back his wife. How can Kate resist magic and moonlight of Venice, followed by a passionate interlude in a sun-drenched Tuscan villa? Now, instead of dodging missiles, Travis faces a far more daunting challenge: Proving to the
woman he adores that their love is as enduring as the Eternal City itself. Best Man For The Bridesmaid - Jennifer Faye Planning her sister's Italian wedding only reminds Jules Lane of how far away she is from finding her own true love. And, worse, she's doing it alongside the brooding, mouth-wateringly handsome best man Stefano DeFiore! Having seen the destructive power of love, Stefano has
no time for weddings -- but Jules's smile is captivating! Making her feel like the most beautiful woman in the world is one thing, but can he give this blushing bridesmaid a happily-ever-after of her own?
Christian County had published a county history in 1841 by Perin and again another by Charles Meachem in 1930. Both of these histories had a limited biography section in them. Under the leadership of president Lon Bostick, the Genealogical Society of Christian County and the many devoted people of the county at large, gave untiringly of their time and knowledge to compile and have published
a third history of Christian County in 1986 which is primarily a family history with much social history. The people responded well with material and the book was getting so large that we had to stop receiving family histories. This left many without the opportunity to get their families recorded. Late in 1990, Lon had a job started and was not complete therefore the Odd Fellows of Green River Lodge
#54 of Hopkinsville and Jewel Rebekah Lodge #14 (the auxiliary of the Odd Fellows) met and voted to compile and have published a continuation of Volume I of the Family Histories to be titled Edition I of Family Histories of Christian County.
Romantic Escapes
In Byron's Wake: The Turbulent Lives of Lord Byron's Wife and Daughter: Annabella Milbanke and Ada Lovelace
Sons of Achilles
Motography
Belgravia, a London magazine, conducted by M.E. Braddon
The Academy and Literature

Poetry. SONS OF ACHILLES questions what it means to be in and of a linage of violence. In this collection, Nabila Lovelace attempts to examine the liminal space between violence and intimacy. From the mythical characters that depict and pass down a progeny of violence through their canonization, to the witnessing of violence, Lovelace interrogates the ways
violence enters and inhabits a life.
Three of a Kind Betsy and Tacy are best friends. Then Tib moves into the neighborhood and the three of them start to play together. The grown-ups think they will quarrel, but they don't. Sometimes they quarrel with Betsy's and Tacy's bossy big sisters, but they never quarrel among themselves. They are not as good as they might be. They cook up awful messes in the
kitchen, throw mud on each other and pretend to be beggars, and cut off each other's hair. But Betsy, Tacy, and Tib always manage to have a good time. Ever since their first publication in the 1940s, the Betsy-Tacy stories have been loved by each generation of young readers.
Betsy-Tacy and Tib
Third series
The Spectator
Near East
Betsy and the Great World
The Publishers WeeklyThe Copper LadyMillbrook Press
Covering everything from the origins and customs of weddings to choosing a ring and planning the shower, wedding party, and honeymoon, this book makes it easy to plan and organize a wedding. It includes checklists and information on Jewish and Christian ceremonies, budgeting, flowers, cakes, gift registry, the marriage
license, invitations, photographs, and attire. As a special feature, this book has an extensive music list -- conveniently separated into liturgical and nonliturgical categories -- with more than 400 titles, including the composer and publisher for easy access.
And Weekly Record of Literature, Science, and Art
Journal of Church Music
An Author, Title, and Illustrator Index to Books for Children and Young Adults
A Selection from Her Majesty's Diaries Between the Years 1832 and 1840
A Novel
An Encounter with Jan Van Eyck

Important American periodical dating back to 1850.
To be completed in 12 volumes, this monumental work here begins publication with the first two volumes—Abaco to Bertie and Bertin to Byzard. When completed, it is expected that the biographical dictionary will include information on more than 8,500 individuals. Hundreds of printed sources have been searched for this project, and dozens of repositories combed, and the names of personnel listed have been filtered through parish registers whenever possible. From published
and unpublished sources, from wills, archives of professional societies and guilds, from records of colleges, universities, and clubs, and from the contributions of selfless scholars, the authors have here assembled material which illuminates theatrical and musical activity in London in the 1660–1800 period. The information here amassed will doubtless be augmented by other specialists in Restoration and eighteenth-century theatre and drama, but it is not likely that the number of
persons now known surely or conjectured finally to have been connected with theatrical enterprise in this period will ever be increased considerably. Certainly, the contributions made here add immeasurably to existing knowledge, and in a number of instances correct standard histories or reference works. The accompanying illustrations, estimated to be some 1,400 likenesses—at least one picture of each subject for whom a portrait exists—may prove to be a useful feature of the
Work. The authors have gone beyond embellishment of the text, and have attempted to list all original portraits any knowledge of which is now recoverable, and have tried to ascertain the present location of portraits in every medium.
Harper's
The Complete Guide to Planning Your Wedding
Prominent Families of New York
The Girlhood of Queen Victoria
Bridal Guide
Being an Account in Biographical Form of Individuals and Families Distinguished as Representatives of the Social, Professional and Civic Life of New York City

After helping Monsieur Bartholdi build the Statue of Liberty, a Parisian orphan stows away on the ship carrying the statue to America.
Is the bride pregnant? Why does the groom look so old? What's reflected in the mirror? The Arnolfini Wedding is surely the most hotly debated painting of the Northern Renaissance—and one of the most beloved. In this historical novel, E. M. Rees weaves a rich story of love and honor that answers the questions about this great picture. At her first visit to the Duke's
court, young Giovanna Cenami falls in love with a mysterious stranger employed by the famous Flemish painter Jan van Eyck. But Giovanna's romantic dreams are shattered when her father tells her she must marry a rich merchant to save them all from financial ruin. When she decides to pursue her own dreams, defying her family, she finds herself in grave danger of
losing her reputation, her honor—and perhaps her life. • The Arnolfini Wedding is one of the most famous and most debated paintings in the world • Ties in to art curriculum and world history studies
Christian Co, KY Harper's New Monthly Magazine
Rome/Reunited by a Baby Secret/'I Do'... Take Two!/Best Man for the Bridesmaid
The Lives and Characters of the English Dramatick Poets
Children's Books in Print, 2007
A Spirited Valentine's Comedy
Best Friends Forever There are lots of children on Hill Street, but no little girls Betsy's age. So when a new family moves into the house across the street, Betsy hopes they will have a little girl she can play with. Sure enough, they do—a little girl named Tacy. And from the moment they meet at Betsy's fifth birthday party, Betsy and Tacy becoms such good friends that
everyone starts to think of them as one person—Betsy-Tacy. Betsy and Tacy have lots of fun together. They make a playhouse from a piano box, have a sand store, and dress up and go calling. And one day, they come home to a wonderful surprise—a new friend named Tib. Ever since their first publication in the 1940's, the Betsy-Tacy stories have been loved by each
generation of young readers.
‘One of the best stories I’ve read in a long time!’ Stacey Rebecca (NetGalley reviewer) The Cotswolds Cookery Club was originally published as a three-part serial. This is the complete story in one package. The Cotswolds Cookery Club is opening its doors!
"Aberdeen Journal" Notes and Queries
The Literary Year-book, Authors' Who's Who, and Illustrators' Directory
The Athenaeum
A Wildflower Summer
Catalog of Copyright Entries
Great Britain and the East
Each issue includes choruses.
In January 1914, with an unsuccessful college experience and a broken romance with Joe behind her, twenty-one-year-old Betsy, traveling alone for the first time, determines to enjoy every moment of her long trip around Europe.
English Poetry and Poets
The Literary Year-book
A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers, Managers and Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800,
Hearts 'n Kisses 'n Miss Vickers
The Lives and Characters of the English Dramatick Poets, Also an Exact Account of All the Plays that Were Ever Yet Printed in the English Tongue ... First Begun by Him, Improv'd and Continued Down to this Thime by a Careful Hand
The Copper Lady
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